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MISCELLANEOUS — INFORMATION CONCERNING 

  

. 

ReNOairtel and enclosed letterhead memorandum dated ~ oe 2-5-64, copies of which are enclosed for Legat, Paris, This . letterhead memorandum relates to an article Sppearing in "The Voice of Spain," Se   Contact through the usual sources in Washington, D.C., 
as well as with the Library of Congress and the Spanish Embassy I fails to reflect any readily accessible source for this oe Fo newspaper, It has been ascertained that the Spanish name of —~ | aoe ‘this paper is “La You De Espana." It is published in. = ° - mo San Sebastian, Spain, and is considered to be an organ of the - 
Yalange, te, , ee 

Father Bienvenu's attitude in this particular mat to 
Sppears quite unusual and,&s you can see, it would be necessary 
for the Bureau to have our Legat, Paris through its sources - 
endeavor to obtain an issue of this particular paper, which of 
necessity would be time consuning, tae   

  

Uniess in possession of information which would .~ — - 
make recontact with Father Bienvenu inadvisable, New Orleans ... 
is instructed to recontact Father Bienvenu and endeavor to _ 
@licit his cooperation in obtaining a copy of the article... _ 
referred to by him for Bureau use. You can impress upon hin... ae {the isportance of this particular investigation and the J 
of tine he could save the Bureau in 

Cellohes particular matter, | . 
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RE: ’ ASSASSTAATION OF PRESIDENT JOA’ FITZGERALD KENNEDY MPS 
RE Gi SS eB Bae ye Bend it aa cn, ins te fake nn ad Ae apes ot 

ee Should Father Bienvenu refuse to coope te, at: = 
..3)  WA1l be necessary that an appropriate request be submitted 
cen for jpransaittal to the Legat, Paris, This should be promptly. 
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OR Fe ere 
woes , . FEE BR Mea Pay, 

uO - ‘ CO ee LS ad : 
Father Bienvenu, Chairman, Department of Languages, 

Loyola University, advised he received a newspaper article fron 
a nun in Spain which indicated "The Police of Dallas killed 

    

   

Sie . Mennedy. .Tippitt was the key:man," According to Father « \... ws" i, Bienvenu, this article ‘appeared in ‘the Spanish ‘language paper *. . ei, 
Stee "The Voice of. 8pain,!' issue: of'1-7-64, - page.14, *.Father’s 8.45007. zg ' Bienvenu took a rather unusual ‘attitude. in’ stating ‘he’did not (0) .,"* 

 eare to make the article available as he felt :the newspaper Bee: 
would be readily accessible. He did not care to identify’ the:*: - ° 
mun and further states he does not know the contents of the —_ 

' article, . . ; toe 

foe! Our Cryptanalysis - Translation Section of the _ 
oe gas Laboratory has. established the Spanish name is as it appears "yr. 

“ ,above‘in the airtel and further: that it is‘not “carried ‘ y the 7 - 
Library of Congress,” “It is: possible: if *this’ situatien 2822 Ard 
“explained to Father Bienvenu he will furnish the article *in*® "$3. 
question, which would result in a saving of time. -. aya , tent, a GM Met D ea a te! ge gh ss ta, aR TP EE Bea ERA GSO e 
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é oe - ° The Br stud Embassy was sonsected tf : 
f enn OO yander™ pretext student from local university.) -...-. :. * et < ? wo . “oy : . > - . | ~ . . . i . . . ; aa * 2 Pd 
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